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ULVA LACTUCA SHAWL 
AN ORIGINAL DESIGN BY WEI S. LEONG

INTRODUCTION
This gently crescent shaped shawl is knitted sideways, 

from tip to tip all in one piece. It features a garter stitch 

body (to prevent curling), and a lace edging that is 

reminiscent of seaweed and waves.  The width and 

depth of the garter stitch body can be easily modified to 

suit your preference. 

Knit the shawl in different yarn weights to suit different 

purposes – DK for a heavy, winter shawl, or in lace for a 

light summer shoulder warmer.   The version you see is 

knitted in Zealana Kauri fingering weight, a blend of 

brushtail possum, silk and New Zealand merino, which 

translates nicely into a shawl that is both a warm winter 

shawl/scarf and a lighter summer cover-up.  

Designed in honour of the sea, and particularly seaweed 

– a sustainable source of delicious nutrition, this shawl 

bears the scientific name for Sea Lettuce. 

YOU NEED 
4.5mm (US7) needles 

4 x 40g balls Zealana Kauri fingering weight in K02, Kea 

(153m/167yd per ball) 

2 stitch markers 

GAUGE 
23 sts x 25 rows in garter stitch = 10cm/4” when blocked 

using 4.5mm needles.   

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS (BLOCKED) 
190cm/74” long x 32 cm/12½” wide. 

DEFINITIONS 
[pm] – place marker 

[sm] – slip marker 

RS ─ right side 

WS – wrong side 
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INSTRUCTIONS

INCREASE SECTION 
Cast on 37 stitches.  The following set-up instructions mirror the chart row numbering for clarity: 

1 (Right side row):  Begin garter body:  K1, YO, K2; [pm], begin seaweed chart (21 stitches); [pm], begin wave edging 

chart (13 stitches at end of row 1). 

2 (Wrong side row):  K2, purl to second marker (beginning of garter body); knit the 4 garter body stitches. 

3 K2, YO, K2; [sm], knit seaweed chart, [sm], knit wave edging chart. 

4 Knit all following WS rows as follows:  K2, purl to second marker; knit all garter body stitches. 

5 K3, YO, K2; [sm], knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging chart. 

6 Knit WS row as set. 

7 K2, K2tog, YO, K2; [sm], knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging chart. 

8 Knit WS row as set. 

9 K4, YO, K2; [sm], knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging chart. 

10 Knit WS row as set. 

11 K3, K2tog, YO, K2, [sm], knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging chart. 

12 Knit WS row as set. 

13  K5, YO, K2; [sm], knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging chart. 

14 Knit WS row as set. 

Continue the pattern repeat of the seaweed and wave edging charts and increase one stitch in the garter stitch body 

every alternate RS row until there are 40 stitches in the garter body as follows: 

RS:  Knit garter stitch body to 4 stitches before first marker, K2tog, YO, K2; [sm] knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging 

chart (no stitches increased). 

Knit WS row as set. 
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Knit garter stitch body to 2 stitches before first marker, YO, K2; [sm] knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging chart (one 

stitch increased). 

Knit WS row as set. 

Increase section measures approx. 50cm/19½” long.  This section can be modified to suit your taste - increase the number 

of stitches in the garter body to the depth you desire (at the other end, you’ll need to modify the decreases to mirror your 

increase method).   

MAIN BODY (NO INCREASES):  
RS:  *Knit to 4 stitches before marker, K2tog, YO, K2; [sm] knit seaweed chart; [sm], knit wave edging chart. 

Knit WS row as set.* 

Rep * to * until shawl measures 140cm/55” from cast on edge of lace. 

DECREASE SECTION: 
Next RS row, knit to 6 stitches before marker, K2tog, K2tog, YO, K2; [sm] knit wave chart; [sm], knit edging chart. 

Knit WS row as set. 

Knit to 4 stitches before marker, K2tog, YO, K2; [sm], knit wave chart; [sm], knit edging chart. 

Knit WS row as set. 

Continue to decrease one stitch every alternate RS row using the method noted above until you are left with 6 stitches in 

the garter body.  Now decrease one stitch every RS row until there are 3 stitches left in the garter body. 

FINISHING: 
Bind off all stitches.  Weave in loose ends.  Wet block shawl, pinning out the shawl to the measurements you desire.  For 

this version, I did not pin out the edge points, but it is possible to have a much more pointed-edge shawl if you desire it 

through pinning it out during blocking.  Enjoy your new shawl!  
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